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A. Pick out the nearest correct meaning or synonym of the words given below
1. ADVICE
a) council
b) counsel
c) practice
d) proposal
2. QUOTE
a) site
b) sigh
c) sue
d) cite
B. Pick out the farthest meaning or antonym of the words given below
3. INSULT
a) humiliation
b) degradation
c) honor
d) credulity
4. WORTHY
a) unimportant
b) valuable
c) undeserving
d) ugly
C. Read the phrases given below and mark the option that can replace it.
5. One who can speak two languages
a) linguist
b) polylingual
c) multilingual
d) bilingual
6. Life history written by oneself
a) novel
b) biography
c) documentary
d) autobiography

D. Read the sentences and replace the underlined part with the word given the options.
7. Her uncle is a famous designer of buildings
a) engineer
b) architect
c) doctor
d) professor
8.Harish askedGeeta to speak in a voice is loud enough to be heard
a) tone
b) audible
c) vocal
d) none of these
E. Each question below consists of a related pair of words or phrases followed by four pair of
words or phrases. Select the pair that best explains a relationship to that expressed in the original
pair.
9. CARPENTER

:

WOOD

a)
b)
c)
d)

mechanic
cobbler
cosmonaut
scientist

10.HUG
a) sprint
b) rug
c) wince
d) shrug

:
:
:
:

engine
leather
rockets
invention

:
:
:
:
:

AFFECTION
fear
ladder
pain
shoulder

F. Complete the analogy by choosing the correct option :
11. Dove is to peace as White flag is to
a) truce
b) prayer
c) tear
d) gossip
12. Car is to steering as aircraft is to
a) gun
b) cockpit
c) solar panel
d) rudder

G. In each of the following questions, four words have been given out of which three are alike in
some manner while the fourth one is different. Choose the word which is different from the rest.
13.
a)
b)
c)
d)

unique
beautiful
rare
exceptional

14.
a)
b)
c)
d)

evaluate
assess
appraise
instruct

H.Select the correct meaning of following idioms:
15.Right hand man
a) an honest person
b) most efficient assistant
c) one who cannot use his left her
d) a foolish person
16.Black Sheep
a) a costly item
b) a dark shining object
c) an unworthy person in a family or group
d) a funny man

I. Guess the idiom with the help of the picture and choose the correct option
17.

a) on the Runway
b) call one's shot

c) kick the bucket
d) none of these
18.

a)
b)
c)
d)

ball in your court
elephant on ball
on the ball
none of these

J. In each of the following questions part of sentences is in bold. Four alternative meanings of the
bolded part of the sentence are given below in the sentence.Mark the alternate meaning which you
think is correct.
19. He burnt his fingers by interfering in his neighbour's affair.
a) got himself into trouble
b) burnt himself
c) got himself insulted
d) got rebuked
20.I racked my brains to solve this difficult problem.
a) I read number of books
b) I consulted several people
c) I used my commonsense
d) I subjected my mind to hard thinking

